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Summer probably remembered that Ashton would be irritated if they refused
to listen. Hence, she took the initiative to comfort Audrey, “Audrey, be a good
girl. Practice it first, and Daddy will reward you afterward.”

As Summer was talking to Audrey, both of them stole a glance in sync at
Ashton, who always looked expressionless.

Under normal circumstances, Ashton wouldn’t entertain anyone’s demand.
Surprisingly, Ashton wasn’t angry and only fell silent. A few seconds later, he
gave in and said, “As you wish!”

It turned out that Ashton’s daughters were his soft spot.

“Oh yeah!”

As Audrey lifted her hands in excitement, she slipped through her float and fell
into the water. She was caught off-guard and gulped down some water as a
result. Fortunately, Gregory and Summer quickly pulled her up so that she
could breathe.

“Pffft! Pffft!” While coughing out water, Audrey stole glances at Ashton but
didn’t notice any changes in his expression. As such, she dared squint her
eyes adorably and make funny faces at him.

After that, Ashton began to teach the children seriously. Since they had
learned basic swimming skills before and were intelligent, they acquired the
skills soon and spent the rest of the time playing. Meanwhile, Ashton and
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John continued to compete secretly to please Audrey by showcasing their
swimming skills.

Suddenly, Emma showed up and put a halt to their intense competition. “John!
Have you abandoned the company and your son already? Let’s get a divorce if
you’re tired of me!”

John shriveled once he heard Emma shouting. He heaved a sigh and swam
toward the coping of the swimming pool. “Well, my leisure time has just
ended.”

Nevertheless, John didn’t forget to coax his wife with a smile. “I’m coming.
Anyway, don’t always talk about getting a divorce. You’re like water, and I’m
like a fish. How can a fish get out of water?”

With that, he reached out to hug Emma.

Swiftly, Emma turned sideways to dodge John and pressed her index finger
against his chest. Then, she narrowed her eyes and warned, “Do you want to
sleep in the study again?”

John had no choice but to withdraw his hands and obediently follow Emma to
the lobby.

As the sky was about to turn dark soon, Ashton ended the class and family
time and brought the kids back to take a shower.

When the kids surrounded Ashton and chatted with him happily, I felt that the
blissful moment would go on and on.

Suddenly, a scar near Ashton’s knee happened to catch my attention.
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After going through a lot in Venria, I instantly recognized that it was a gunshot
scar.

The scar was rather inconspicuous. Perhaps I wouldn’t notice it at all if Ashton
didn’t wear swimming trunks and walked in front of me for quite some time.

Usually, Ashton wouldn’t deliberately show me his scars. More often than not,
he would have forgotten how he got injured when I noticed his scars.

While I was at a loss, Joseph happened to lead a few maids to clean the
swimming pool. As soon as he walked past me, I said, “Excuse me, Mr.
Campbell.”

“Mrs. Fuller.” Joseph came up to me politely and bowed.

“Hmm.” After murmuring a response, I fixed my gaze on Ashton’s scar and
asked, “How did Mr. Fuller get injured near his knee?”

Joseph followed my gaze and saw Ashton’s scar. After falling silent for a
while, he frowned and replied, “I’m sorry, Mrs. Fuller. I have no idea about it.”

“Did you say you have no idea?” I felt both shocked and amused by Joseph’s
answer. Joseph has stayed by Ashton’s side and served him for many years
than I have. In that case, how is it possible that he doesn’t know about it?
Since when does he think I’m so gullible?

After pondering over it, I stopped walking and threatened Joseph coldly, “Mr.
Campbell, do you know that your ears will instinctively flinch whenever you
lie?”
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Joseph was visibly startled upon hearing that. Soon, he put on a calm
demeanor and said, “I don’t know, Mrs. Fuller. I’m telling the truth. After all, Mr.
Fuller won’t tell me everything.”

“Is that so—” My lips curled into a smile.
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Although I made it up that Joseph’s ears would flinch, his hesitance had
betrayed him entirely.

Inwardly, I knew that Joseph was loyal to Ashton and refused to reveal
anything to me because Ashton warned him against it. Well, both the master
and the subordinate are stubborn. I don’t think Joseph will say anything even if
I torture him.

Besides, since we had let go of the past, I thought I could persuade Ashton to
open his heart to me.

“Fine, fine. I’ll let you go this time. Get in.”

After Joseph left, I returned to my room and sat on the couch for a while.

When Ashton came out of the bathroom, I looked up at him and saw that he
only covered the lower part of his body with a towel. I reckoned he would then
put on some clothes to cover his body.

However, when Ashton saw that I stared at him, he narrowed his eyes and
grinned with naughty intentions. “I have reasons to believe that you’re hinting
something at me.”
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As his wife, I certainly knew what was on his mind when he glanced at me that
way.

Just as expected, Ashton walked toward the wardrobe once he finished.

“You wish!” I immediately dismissed his naughty thought.

At that moment, it came to my mind that I had never seen Ashton change his
clothes for a long time. Apart from the fact that he always came home late,
we rarely spent time with each other in these years. Perhaps that was also
why I only noticed his gunshot scar earlier on.

With that, I stood up and followed him to the wardrobe. Then, I leaned against
the door frame and scanned him without embarrassment.

Meanwhile, Ashton saw that I came closer when he put on his pants.

When we were young, it was difficult for us to look into each other’s eyes. As
we grew older, we got used to it and felt comfortable about it. Pursing my lips,
I didn’t show any emotions. At that moment, all I cared about was the scar on
Ashton’s left knee.

Meanwhile, Ashton looked into my eyes and realized that I was gazing at his
left leg. In no time, he could tell that I had noticed the secret that he had buried
deep in his heart for many years.

Inwardly, I had to admit that Ashton didn’t hide it from me purposely. On the
contrary, I didn’t notice his scar earlier because I didn’t care enough for him.

I didn’t ask Ashton right away, for I wished to find out if he was serious about
our promise—we had to open our hearts to one another.
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Although Ashton wouldn’t deliberately keep his secrets from me, he wouldn’t
take the initiative to tell me either. After all, he wouldn’t tell me about the
unpleasant things that he went through. Despite that, I thought it was time for
Ashton to confess his feelings.

As they said, the first step is always the hardest.

“Back then, you were kidnapped when you carried our first kid. I received news
from K City that the truth about my parents’ accidental death had come to
light. When I rushed to the city, I was ambushed and shot in the leg. Although
Zachary’s subordinates successfully rescued me, I still spent two months lying
on the bed.”

Ashton sounded relaxed, as though he was talking about someone else.
Besides, there was a sense of self-mockery in his tone.

It felt piercingly painful to me when I recalled what happened back then. Apart
from the despair over losing my kid, I had not forgotten about the two months
when I was unconscious.

During the darkest time in my life, I felt depressed because Ashton was absent
when I needed him the most. I didn’t feel any better even though many people
cared about me, to a certain extent that I was reluctant to mention his name
for a long time.

Back then, Ashton was overwhelmed by vengeance. Despite the possibility of
falling into a trap, he willingly risked his life to seek revenge and neglected the
baby and me.

Since we had eventually walked out of the bitter past together, I believed we
ought not to be entangled in it ever again.
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“Needless to say, Rebecca was the one who took care of you for two months.
That was why you wanted to repay her kindness by agreeing to marry her.” I
put on a faint smile and teased him.

Upon hearing that, Ashton shrugged and didn’t answer my question directly.
“Well, it’s not the whole story. She always cried and even threatened to commit
suicide, and I wasn’t strong-willed enough to reject her. Besides, I had no other
choice because I owed Parker. Anyway, since we were only engaged, any of us
could back out anytime.”

“Hmph—” I snorted in disdain and said sarcastically, “Well, it seems that I lost
back then because I wasn’t coquettish enough.”
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“It’s not too late to try it now.” Ashton narrowed his eyes and put on a naughty
grin.

I waved my hand in response and turned around to leave the room. “Forget it.
Mr. Fuller, if you’re so nostalgic about the good old days, feel free to look for
your old friend. After all, Rebecca will be more than happy to take you in.”

I couldn’t help but spurt out some rancorous rant once we talked about
Rebecca.

Fortunately, our conversation ended because Ashton didn’t respond to it.

Surprisingly, Joseph was already in the living room when I came out. It
appeared that he had been waiting for quite some time.
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My eyes darted from him and the wardrobe at the back. After a while, I said
expressionlessly, “Have you heard everything?”

At that moment, Joseph only lowered his head but did not speak.

I was irritated when he refused to answer me at the wrong time.

As such, I crossed my arms in front of my chest and said with a stern face,
“You might not want to listen to me, but I’ll make it clear anyway. Your boss
and I are a family. Please don’t keep things as secrets from me as though you
are wary of an outsider. Get it?”

Usually, I wasn’t naggy and wouldn’t continue to ask something that I wasn’t
supposed to know. However, since Joseph always kept things from me, I
couldn’t help but confront him directly.

“Got it!” Joseph replied with his head high. Besides, he was only gazing at the
ceiling instead of me.

Although Joseph had answered me, I still felt that it was rather weird. Is he
trying to play games with me? Could it be that he promises me now but
intends to only follow Ashton’s orders as usual?

“You—”

“What Mrs. Fuller wants is what I want.”

As I wanted to threaten Joseph, Ashton suddenly came up to me. At that time,
he looked gentle with his casual outfit and loose hair.

Since Joseph didn’t respond, Ashton added, “From now on, you have to tell
Mrs. Fuller everything that she wants to know.
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Hearing that, I felt a sense of relief and held my head high.

Joseph looked at Ashton for a while and turned to me. The next moment, he
stood straight and saluted us. “Understood!”

Bang! When Joseph suddenly stepped on the floor with his leather shoes, I
was frightened and patted my chest to calm myself down.

Before I came to my senses, Joseph put on a stern face and explained, “Mr.
Fuller was wounded because Mr. Moore shot him. Back then, Mr. Moore shot
Mr. Fuller in his knee, hoping to fulfill his daughter’s wish to marry Mr. Fuller.
Mr. Moore even threatened to put a bullet in Mrs. Fuller’s belly if Mr. Fuller
refused to marry Ms. Larson—”

“Shut up!”

The room fell silent instantly, and Ashton’s expression turned grim.

“I asked you to tell Mrs. Fuller things that she wants to know. It doesn’t mean
that you have to confess everything on your own.”

At that time, I could imagine that Ashton asked himself why his long-time
assistant suddenly had a low IQ.

Sometimes, one could see things clearer from an outsider’s perspective.
Although Joseph was probably not good at words, he cared about Ashton and
remained silent as Ashton bore the unpleasant past for a long time. Now that
there was a chance to speak up, Joseph decided to use the opportunity to let
me know the truth.

Meanwhile, I hoped that Joseph would reveal secrets in the heat of the
moment more frequently.
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“Forget it. Leave us alone.” Ashton cast a cold glance at Joseph and sent him
away.

“I’m sorry, Mr. Fuller,” Joseph lowered his head and said in a deep voice before
leaving the house.

Nonetheless, I could see his visible smile once he lifted his head.

He’s indeed Ashton’s subordinate. It looks like Joseph has become braver
lately and even dared play a trick on us.

Meanwhile, Ashton murmured, “How unruly! It’s time to recruit a new assistant
to make him more vigilant.”

Initially, I thought that Ashton was irritated. However, when I looked up at him,
he was neither angry nor delighted. On the contrary, he looked gentle in his
pajamas and slightly messy hairstyle.

Unknowingly, I pursed my lips and smiled. It’s not that Joseph had become
bolder. Instead, time has ground away Ashton’s anger and softened his heart.
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John was the one who helped me out of depression back then. On the other
hand, Ashton’s salvation came a bit too late.

After pondering over it, I thought it was better late than never. After all, many
people were entrenched in their toxic mindset and couldn’t escape from it. In
comparison, both of us were considered lucky to be blessed by God.
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Meanwhile, Ashton felt a little uneasy and embarrassed as I stared at him.
Nevertheless, he pretended to be cold and said, “Joseph is aging and suffering
from memory problems. I don’t blame him.”

It seemed to me that Ashton had acquired another skill acquired by most
married men—lying through their teeth.

I crossed my arms, behaving like I wouldn’t let him go until I got an answer.
Then, I narrowed my eyes and glared at him as though I was telling him that I
wouldn’t believe his nonsense.

After scanning me from head to toe, Ashton rested his forehead on his palm
and laughed aloud. “I can’t hide anything from you now.”

Ashton then placed his arms on his waist and heaved a long sigh. Then, he
beckoned at me with his finger smilingly and said, “I’ll tell you everything.
Come here.”

Knowing that I got my way, I wasn’t in a rush and refused to do as he said right
away. Instead, I merely raised my eyebrows and shrugged. I wouldn’t move an
inch if he didn’t give me a satisfying answer.

In the end, Ashton had no choice but to explain everything.

“On the same day you were abducted, there was a guest in Rebecca’s birthday
party who knew my parents’ whereabouts. Since he left the party midway, I
rushed over but was ambushed. The Moore family’s subordinates rescued
me.”

Ashton paused for a while and continued, “Back then, Dad thought Rebecca
was his biological daughter, and so he wanted me to get engaged with
Rebecca to repay him. He felt humiliated after I refused. When I was about to
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leave, he shot me in the left knee with a gun. Hence, I had no choice but to rest
in the Moore residence under their surveillance.”

Although Ashton remained composed, I noticed that he instinctively moved
his body a bit as he talked.

Perhaps worrying that I wouldn’t believe him, Ashton added, “My knee was
shot, but the nerves on my leg were not injured. Since Dad loved his daughter
so much, he wouldn’t be heartless enough to cripple me. That is also why I
can still stand and walk before you now. After that, problems came one after
another, and your emotions were rather volatile. Hence, I chose not to bring it
up for the time being.”

With that, Ashton went on in a self-mocking manner. “Since I brought
everything upon myself, I wouldn’t mind if I were to become a cripple. At the
very least, I can treat it as my redemption.”

Immediately, I knew that he wished to seek redemption for our first kid—Macy.

It was perhaps true that Ashton was stubborn and obsessed with seeking
revenge. However, no one knew that Ashton was under immense torture deep
down.

Also, no one could foresee the terrible consequences that a wrong decision
could bring about to others. Since we had come so far, I believed God wanted
us to cherish our future instead of punishing ourselves with the past.

After taking a deep breath, I tiptoed toward him and kissed his lips gently.

Instantly, Ashton was stunned as though he was struck by lightning. A few
seconds later, he lifted his arm and touched his lips.
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“Consider it a small prize.” Gazing at him, I grinned and said, “I’m rewarding
you for opening your heart to me. Mr. Fuller, expect more rewards to follow
when you’ve finally reconciled yourself to letting go of the past.”

Ashton opened his heart to me not because he failed to hide his secrets. On
the contrary, he chose not to hide them from me anymore.

None of us could claim that we didn’t do anything wrong in the past. Hence, I
believed we didn’t have the right to put someone under torture permanently.
Instead, we could choose to let go of the past and embrace each other.

I competed with Rebecca and resented Ashton in the past. However, it turned
out that I gained nothing from it. Now, I knew that nothing could change if we
refused to free ourselves from the chains of the past. Instead, we ought to
calm ourselves down and treat our loved ones gently and sincerely.
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Ashton pursed his lip as though he was still tasting the kiss. The next second,
he suddenly pulled me toward him.

Before I could react, I was locked within his embrace. He stared right into my
eyes passionately. “Let me have some interest first.”

I was stunned momentarily as I struggled to get up. “There’s no such a rule…”

I almost forgot. It’s useless to talk rules with him. Forget it. I’ll just let play
along…

After diner, it was almost nine. However, Audrey had no intention to go to bed
as she stared at the door while hugging her doll.
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Without a doubt, she was waiting for Shaun.

I nudged Ashton slightly, signaling him to ask Audrey to go to bed. After all,
Shaun would never appear, no matter how long she waited.

A moment later, Ashton put down the tablet in his hand and uttered faintly,
“Audrey, what time is it?”

Audrey took a glance at her watch casually. “It’s eight fifty-seven, Daddy.”

She seemed to have deliberately ignored the fact that it was three minutes
until her bedtime.

Ashton’s tone turned stern. “And?”

Audrey’s heart skipped a beat. She immediately stood up and pretended to
tidy up the toys.

I felt helpless as I watched her go about it with a turtle-like pace. With that
pace, it will be morning by the time she finishes tidying.

With that thought in mind, I interrupted her trick to stall the time without
hesitation. “All right, I’ll tidy the toys later. You need to go upstairs now and
freshen up together with Summer. After that, you’ll go to bed. I’ll tell you guys a
bedtime story in a while.”

“No!”

Ashton and I were startled by Audrey’s sudden shout.
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Audrey lowered her head immediately as she realized she was misbehaving.
“Shaun isn’t back yet. I’ve promised him that I’ll wait for him. Daddy, Mommy,
I’m not sleepy yet. So can I please wait for a while more?”

The three kids had always been obedient, and they knew they should never
disrespect their father. Nonetheless, the atmosphere turned tensed as Audrey
remained stubborn despite Ashton’s numerous persuasions.

Audrey would probably comply with Ashton if the latter took on a stricter
gesture. But still, Ashton did not show any sign of persistence.

One would quickly act up when one was emotional, especially kids. If the
parents gave in to such moments, it would send the kids the wrong message.
They would think they could achieve the things they wanted by acting
innocent. It would be challenging to educate them in the future once they had
that kind of mindset.

“Ahem…” I pretended to cough, reminding Ashton not to be softhearted.

Yet, Ashton turned toward me and furrowed his brows, his expression
extremely reluctant.

I was left speechless by that.

How could a man be so useless? I thought men should be the cold-blooded
ones. Forget it. Let me be the bad guy, then.

“Au…”

“Audrey.”
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Before I could call her name, someone else did. I turned around and saw
Summer at the stairs.

Summer nodded at me, signaling me not to be worried. The next moment, she
walked toward Audrey and squatted down to her level.

“Audrey, what’s wrong? I’ve been waiting for you for a long time. Why haven’t
you come upstairs?”

Summer was only a young girl, but she behaved exactly like a mature adult.
Whenever she talked in such a gentle tone, it would remind me of Macy.

Even though Macy was more of a loud character, most of my memories were
about her mild side.

Audrey lifted her head and pursed her lips, looking aggrieved. In that instant,
tears rolled down her cheeks. “Summer, Shaun said he would be back. I’m not
being naughty. But he doesn’t have a family, so I want to be his family. I can’t
just go to bed without seeing him first…”
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